Way to Austrian Military Museum (Heeresgeschichtliches Museum)
14th November 2018, 18.30 - 24.00h

ADDRESS
Austrian Military Museum
Arsenal Object 1
A - 1030 Vienna
Phone: +43 (0)1 79561 0

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

» Departure from: Undergroundstation Karlsplatz

» Underground line U1 (red line) into the direction of “Reumannplatz” till station „Südtiroler Platz - Hauptbahnhof“

» Bus 69A - direction “Simmering S U” till stop “Arsenal”

» 10 minutes walking distance to the Museum

» Travelling time: approx. 30 minutes

More information about the public transport system in Vienna on www.wienerlinien.at

For a Taxi, call: 01 / 31300